Accessible coherence in open quantum system dynamics
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Quantum coherence generated in a physical
process can only be cast as a potentially useful resource if its effects can be detected at a
later time. Recently, the notion of non-coherence-generating-and-detecting (NCGD) dynamics has been introduced and related to the classicality of the statistics associated with sequential
measurements at different times. However, in order for a dynamics to be NCGD, its propagators
need to satisfy a given set of conditions for all
triples of consecutive times. We reduce this to
a finite set of d(d − 1) conditions, where d is the
dimension of the quantum system, provided that
the generator is time-independent. Further conditions are derived for the more general timedependent case. The application of this result to
the case of a qubit dynamics allows us to elucidate which kind of noise gives rise to non-coherence-generation-and-detection.

1 Introduction
Much experimental effort in quantum physics focuses
on the creation, maintenance, and subsequent detection of coherent superpositions of quantum states [1–
3], a distinctive feature of the quantum formalism that
furnishes significant advantage in many communication [4], computation [5, 6], and metrological tasks [7–9].
Recently, resource theories for coherent superpositions
have been developed in order to provide a cohesive and
quantitative description of quantum coherence, both for
states [10–14] as well as operations [15–19].
Assessing the coherence capabilities of quantum dynamical maps is a subtle task. For example, the mere
ability of a quantum dynamics to generate or detect
coherence is of no practical advantage unless this coherence can be harnessed in a beneficial way for some task.
In this sense, a prerequisite for a quantum dynamical
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evolution to generate resourceful coherence for a given
task is that the coherence it generates can be detected in
terms of discriminable statistics of subsequent measurement outcomes associated with this task. In addition, in
[20] it has been shown that, under proper conditions, dynamics which are non-coherence-generating-and-detecting (NCGD) are strictly related to the classicality of the
statistics associated with sequential measurements.
In this work we consider an open-system dynamics
and propose definite criteria to assess whether it is
able to generate and detect coherences. Our main result
shows that for dynamical maps stemming from timeindependent generators, the—in principle countless—
conditions of [20] reduce to a finite set of necessary
and sufficient conditions. In addition, those are given
in terms of the generator of the quantum dynamical
evolution. We then extend the notion of NCGD to timedependent dynamics. In this case, we can also derive relations between NCGD and the generator, though now
in general we need uncountably infinitely many conditions.
The article is structured as follows: We review the necessary background on open-system dynamics (Sec. 2.1)
as well as the concept of NCGD (Sec. 2.2) and its connection with the statistics of sequential measurements.
Sec. 3 contains our main results elaborating on when
dynamical evolutions are NCGD based on their generators, and in Sec. 4 we exemplify our criteria in the
context of a Ramsey protocol widely used in precision
spectroscopy. For ease of exposition, we defer the proofs
of all theorems and propositions to the appendices.

2 Background
2.1 Open quantum systems
A realistic description of a quantum system must take
into account that every system is open, i.e., it interacts
with the surrounding environment [21]. In many circumstances, it is possible to provide such a description by a
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time-local quantum master equation (QME):
d
ρs (t) = L(t)[ρs (t)],
dt

(1)

where L(t) is the dynamical generator of the evolution
and ρs the reduced state of the system. Any L(t) that is
both trace- and hermiticity-preserving can be uniquely
decomposed as [22]
L(t)[ρs ] = −i[H(t), ρs ]
+

2
dX
−1

 (2)
1
Dij (t) Fi ρs Fj† − {Fj† Fi , ρs } ,
2
i,j=1

where d < ∞ is the dimension of the Hilbert space of the
system H, H(t) a Hermitian operator, D(t) a Hermitian
d2
matrix, and {F
operator basis
√i }i=1 is an orthonormal
with Fd2 = 1/ d and Tr(Fi† Fj ) = δij .
Upon integration, the QME leads to a family of tracepreserving (TP) propagators Et2 ,t1 satisfying ρs (t2 ) =
Et2 ,t1 [ρs (t1 )] ∀t2 ≥ t1 ≥ 0.
In particular, we will first address dynamics for which
H and D are time-independent. This class gives rise to
semigroups of the form Et = etL , where L(t) ≡ L is timeindependent. Its most prominent representative is the
Gorini-Kossakowski-Sudarshan–Lindblad (GKSL) form
[22, 23], additionally demanding D ≥ 0, which enforces
complete positivity (CP) on all propagators. Despite the
fact that a derivation of this form via a microscopic
model involves several approximations [21]—which is by
no means the only route to a GKSL QME [21, 24–27]—
it has shown remarkable success and applicability, in
particular in the fields of quantum optics [28] and in
relevant problems of interest in solid-state physics, like
non-equilibrium transport of charge and energy [29].
For even more generality, we will however also consider the case of a time-dependent generator.
Finally we shall refer to rank-k noise as those dynamical generators L in Eq. (2) for which D has at most k
non-zero eigenvalues.

2.2 Non-coherence-generating-and-detecting dynamics
The realization that quantum coherence underpins the
performance of many quantum information and communication tasks elevates it to a bona fide resource.
Over the past decade, a great deal of effort has gone
into developing resource theories of coherence in an
attempt to quantify and better leverage its use, both
for states [10–14] as well as operations [15–19]. Within
these frameworks, the set of free states, I, consists
of all states that are diagonal in some fixed basis
{|ii : i = 1, . . . , dim(H)}, while free operations are
Accepted in

those that do not generate coherence out of incoherent
states. A plethora of non-coherence-generating operations has been proposed [30], among which maximally
incoherent operations (MIOs), defined as all CPTP
maps M : B(H) → B(H) such that M(I) ⊂ I, constitute the largest class [10]. Here, B(·) denotes the set
of bounded operators.
From the above definition of free operations it would
seem that the only desideratum for a resourceful quantum operation is its ability to generate coherence. However, coherence in itself is of no value unless we are
able to subsequently harness its presence in a beneficial manner [17]. In order to do so, a dynamical map
Et1 ,0 that generates coherence at some time t1 must, at
some later time t2 > t1 , be able to detect coherence
(note that sometimes the word ‘activate’ [31] is used
as a synonym for ‘detect’). Therefore, what we are interested in are the coherence-generating-and-detecting
properties of the propagators {Et2 ,t1 : t2 ≥ t1 ≥ 0} associated with the dynamics. To that end we define noncoherence-generating-and-detecting (NCGD) dynamics
as follows:
Definition 1. [20] A dynamics with propagator Et2 ,t1 ,
t2 ≥ t1 ≥ 0, is NCGD iff the condition
∆ ◦ Et3 ,t2 ◦ ∆ ◦ Et2 ,t1 ◦ ∆ = ∆ ◦ Et3 ,t1 ◦ ∆

(3)

holds for all times t3 ≥ t2 ≥ t1 P
≥ 0, where ◦ denotes
d
composition of maps and ∆ = i=1 |iihi| · |iihi| is the
complete dephasing map in the incoherent basis {|ii}di=1 .
Otherwise the dynamics is coherence-generating-and-detecting (CGD).
By looking at the statistics of measurement outcomes
in the incoherent basis, it can be verified that CGD
evolutions produce accessible coherence, i.e., coherence
that affects the statistics of sequential measurements.
In fact, under the assumptions that the dynamics of a
quantum system is given by a CP semigroup and that
the Quantum Regression Theorem holds [21, 32–35], the
joint probability distribution arising from sequentially
measuring a non-degenerate observable of the quantum
system is compatible with a classical stochastic process
if and only if the dynamics is NCGD [20]. The creation
and subsequent detection of quantum coherence is thus,
in this case, the distinctive feature of any genuine nonclassicality in the process. Note that here by classical
process we mean any process whose statistics satisfies
the Kolmogorov consistency conditions [21, 36], motivated by the fact that—at least in principle—classical
physics allows for noninvasive measurability. Violations
of Leggett–Garg-type inequalities [37–39] can only be
observed if a dynamics is CGD [20], giving additional
justification to this identification. Importantly, the notion of (N)CGD dynamics provides a theoretical frame-
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work that is amenable to deriving (quantitative) experimental benchmarks of coherence and its connection
with non-classicality, as exemplified by the assessment
of the time-multiplexed optical quantum walk in [40].
The direct connection between the dynamics of quantum coherence and non-classicality can be extended beyond the case of CP semigroups, but does not hold for
general evolutions [41, 42].
Finally, we stress that the class of NCGD dynamical
maps is not closed under composition: indeed, it is very
easy to obtain CGD dynamics by composing two NCGD
dynamical maps; the first being coherence-generating
but not detecting while the second one being coherencedetecting but not generating.

3 Characterizing NCGD dynamics
Given a quantum dynamics, Definition 1 can be used to
assess whether detectable coherences are generated. In
principle, this would require performing three separate
map tomography protocols for any three given instants
of time t1 , t2 , and t3 , and reconstruct the propagators
involved in Eq. (3), which would involve an uncountably
infinite number of measurements.
In this section we provide a finite set of necessary
and sufficient conditions certifying the CGD properties
of time-independent dynamical evolutions. Importantly,
these conditions pertain directly to the generator of the
dynamics in Eq. (1). As the latter is the central tool
to yield an explicit description, microscopically or phenomenologically motivated, of the open-system dynamics of concrete physical settings [21], our result is relevant to certify the use of coherence in an open quantum system dynamics. For time-dependent generators,
we provide an infinite number of necessary and sufficient
conditions on the generator.
Recall that L(t) : B(H) → B(H) for all times t. Having fixed the complete dephasing superoperator ∆, we
can decompose B(H) into two orthogonal subspaces
B(H) = Bp (H) ⊕ Bc (H),

(4a)

where
Bp (H) = Image(∆),
Bc (H) = Kernel(∆),

(4b)

L(t) =


Lpp (t) Lpc (t)
,
Lcp (t) Lcc (t)

where, for example, Lpc : Bc (H) → Bp (H).
Accepted in

Theorem 2. For any time-independent generator L of
a quantum dynamics it holds that


NCGD ⇔ Lpc Ljcc Lcp = 0 ∀j ∈ {0, . . . , d2 − d − 1} ,
where d = dim H.
The proof in Appendix A makes use of the decomposition in Eq. (4c). It then employs the Cayley-Hamilton
theorem [43] to reduce the uncountably infinitely many
conditions in Eq. (3) to d(d − 1) conditions on the generator.
As a direct generalization of Theorem 2, we can state
the following Theorem for the more general case of a
time-dependent generator, under the regularity condition that the latter is analytic for all times considered.
Its proof can be found in Appendix B.
Theorem 3. For a sufficiently regular L(t), we have
NCGD ⇔ ∀tn ≥ · · · ≥ t1 ≥ 0, ∀n ≥ 2 :
Lpc (tn ) ◦ Lcc (tn−1 ) ◦ · · · ◦ Lcc (t2 ) ◦ Lcp (t1 ) = 0.
Even though this characterization of NCGD, in contrast to the previous case, now consists of infinitely
many conditions, in certain special cases some simpler
conditions already guarantee that a dynamics is NCGD.
This is captured in the following Corollary.
Corollary 4. The following conditions on the generator
L(t) of a quantum dynamics individually imply NCGD.
• Lpc (t) = 0 ∀t ≥ 0
• Lcp (t) = 0 ∀t ≥ 0
• L(t2 ) ◦ ∆ ◦ L(t1 ) = L(t2 ) ◦ L(t1 ) ∀t2 ≥ t1 ≥ 0


• L(t), ∆ = 0 ∀t ≥ 0.
It is sufficient to find a single set of times for which
the equality in Theorem 3 does not hold in order to guarantee that the dynamics is CGD. The simplest instance
of this is captured in the following Corollary.
Corollary 5. For a sufficiently regular L(t), we have

are the subspaces associated with the population and
coherence basis elements respectively. In this basis, the
matrix representation of the generator L(t) is given by


We are now ready to formulate our first result, which
is a complete characterization of NCGD based solely on
its time-independent generator.

NCGD ⇒ Lpc (t2 ) ◦ Lcp (t1 ) = 0 ∀t2 ≥ t1 ≥ 0.

4 (N)CGD dynamics for qubits
(4c)

In this section, we will apply Theorem 2 to the special
case of a GKSL qubit dynamics. This will allow us to
explicitly give the structure of an NCGD dynamics.
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Eq. (2) in the normalized Pauli operator basis {σi :
i = 0, . . . , 3} can be easily rewritten as
L[ρs ] =

3

1 X
Lij [σi ρs , σj ] + [σi , ρs σj ] ,
2 i,j=0

L11 − L22 =
(5)

where L ∈ C4×4 is a Hermitian matrix. We will choose
(σ0 , σ3 ) as our incoherent basis and (σ1 , σ2 ) as the coherent one. With this choice, the matrix representation
of Eq. (5) in the basis of Eq. (4c) is explicitly given by


0
0
Lpp = −
2 Im L12 L11 + L22


0
0
Lpc =
Re L13 − Im L02 Re L23 + Im L01


(6)
−2 Im L23 Re L13 + Im L02
Lcp =
2 Im L13 Re L23 − Im L01


L22 + L33
Im L03 − Re L12
Lcc = −
.
− Re L12 − Im L03
L11 + L33
Theorem 2 states that NCGD is equivalent to
Lpc Lcp = Lpc Lcc Lcp = 0.

(7)

In particular, the dynamics is coherence non-activating,
i.e., Lpc = 0, when
∧

Re L13 = Im L02

Re L23 = − Im L01 ,

(8)

while it is coherence non-generating, i.e., Lcp = 0, when
Re L13 = − Im L02

∧

Re L23 = Im L01

∧

Im L13 = Im L23 = 0.

(9)

Observe that both coherence non-activating and coherence non-generating dynamics can arise from the simplest open-systems dynamics, namely rank-one Pauli
noise. For example, assuming that all contributions L0i
arise solely from the Hamiltonian of the system, the following rank-one dissipators L̄ ∈ C3×3 ,
>
L̄non-act. = rr > , r = Im L02 − Im L01 1 ;
> (10)
L̄non-gen. = ss> , s = − Im L02 Im L01 1 ,
give rise to coherence non-activating and coherence nongenerating dynamics respectively.
Note, however, that one can have dynamical evolutions that are capable of both generating and detecting
coherence, and yet are still NCGD. This occurs whenever coherence is generated in an orthogonal subspace to
the one where it is detected. In the case of qubits this
happens precisely when (assuming for simplicity that
the denominators involved are different from 0)
Re L13 − Im L02
Im L01 − Re L23
Im L13
=
=
Im L23
Re L23 + Im L01
Re L13 + Im L02
Accepted in

and

(11)

(Im L02 − Re L13 )(Im L03 − Re L12 )
+
Im L01 + Re L23
(Im L01 + Re L23 )(Im L03 + Re L12 )
.
Im L02 − Re L13
(12)

Eq. (11) is equivalent to the first condition in Eq. (7),
Lpc Lcp = 0; the precise relationship among several coefficients of the dynamical map ensures that coherence is
generated in a subspace orthogonal to that of coherence
detection. Likewise, Eq. (12) rules out the second-order
coupling, Lpc Lcc Lcp = 0.
Let us illustrate our findings with a concrete, and
practically relevant physical example; the Ramsey
scheme deployed in interferometry, spectroscopy and
atomic clocks. The simplest, non-trivial case of such
a scheme is that of rank-one Pauli noise in the same
direction as the Hamiltonian evolution—assumed without loss of generality to be H = σ3 —whose dynamics is
given by
L[ρs ] = −iω[σ3 , ρs ] + γ(σ3 ρs σ3 − ρs /2),

(13)

where ω is the detuning from the reference field. Note
that due to the normalization of the Pauli matrices, σ32 = 12 . In the Ramsey scheme, the atoms—
approximated as qubits—are first prepared in eigenstates of σ1 , then subjected to the evolution generated
by Eq. (13), and subsequently measured in the eigenbasis of σ1 . Choosing Bp (H) = (σ0 , σ1 ) as our incoherent
basis, Bc (H) = (σ2 , σ3 ), and using the matrix representation introduced in Eq. (4c), the generator of Eq. (13)
can be written as


0
0
0
√0
0 −γ − 2ω 0
.
√
L=
(14)
0
2ω
−γ
0
0
0
0
0
We can assess the CGD properties of such a setup by
looking at the distance between the left- and right-hand
sides of Eq. (3), as measured via the trace distance.
Defining

p± (t3 ) = Tr |±ih±| Et3 ,t1 ◦ ∆[ρs ]
 (15)
q± (t3 , t2 ) = Tr |±ih±| Et3 ,t2 ◦ ∆ ◦ Et2 ,t1 ◦ ∆[ρs ] ,
Figure 1 shows the trace distance maxρs ∈I kp(t3 ) −
q(t3 , t2 )k as a function of the intermediate time t2 for
various values of the ratio γ/ω. The presence of coherence in the dynamics is most prominent half-way
through the evolution and, indeed, it is suppressed by
a stronger rate γ.
Let us now investigate a complementary scenario in
which we also include components orthogonal to the
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Figure 1: Coherence generated and detected, as measured via the
trace distance between the probability distributions of Eq. (15),
maximized over ρs , for the open-system evolution described by
Eq. (13). The total evolution time is fixed to ωt3 = 3 and the
trace distance is plotted as a function of the intermediate time
0 ≤ t2 ≤ t3 .

Hamiltonian in the noise. Specifically, consider the opensystem dynamics
L[ρs ] = −iω[σ3 , ρs ] +

3

1 X
γij [σi ρs , σj ] + [σi , ρs σj ] ,
2 i,j=1

(16)
∗
where γij = γji
are the damping rates; still, our incoherent basis is (σ0 , σ1 ).
Coherence
√ non-generating dynamics corresponds to
γ12 = − 2ω and γ13 = 0, whereas coherence
non√
activating dynamics is given by Re γ12 = 2ω and
Re γ13 = 0.
To investigate the more general notion of NCGD dynamics, we look at the matrix representation for the
corresponding generator; assuming for the sake of simplicity that all γij be real, it reduces to


0
0
0
√ 0
0 −γ22 − γ33 − 2ω + γ12

γ13
.
√
L=
0

2ω + γ12 −γ11 − γ33
γ23
0
γ13
γ23
−γ11 − γ22
(17)
It can be verified that
Lpc Lcp = Lpc Lcc Lcp = 0
2
2
⇔ 2ω 2 = γ12
+ γ13

∧

2
γ13
(γ22

(18)

− γ33 ) = 2γ12 γ13 γ23

so that indeed, the CGD capabilities of the dynamical
evolution depend on the damping rates γ12 and γ13 that
mix coherent with incoherent components.
Accepted in
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Figure 2: Coherence generated and detected, as measured via
the trace distance between the two probability distributions
of Eq. (15), maximized over ρs , for an open-system evolution
described by Eq. (16).
The legend gives, in units of ω, (γ11 = γ22 , γ33 ; γ12 , γ13 , γ23 );
in particular, all but the gray dash-dotted line represent cases
of purely orthogonal noise [44], since the non-zero rates are
associated in Eq. (16) only to Pauli operators in a direction
orthogonal to the Hamiltonian ωσ3 . The total evolution time is
fixed to ωt3 = 3 and the trace distance is plotted as a function
of the intermediate time 0 ≤ t2 ≤ t3 .

Different behaviors of the CGD capability for various
parameter choices are illustrated in Figure 2. On the
one hand, changing the weights of the noise components
can result in even qualitatively different features of the
coherences generated and detected along the evolution,
characterized, for example, by different locations and
number of maxima as a function of the intermediate
time t2 .
On the other hand, rather different kinds of noise
might exhibit a similar behavior. In fact, compare the
case of pure dephasing, see Figure 1, and the purely orthogonal noise represented by the solid blue curve in
Figure 2. The qualitative and even quantitative evolution of the coherences generated and detected is very
similar in the two cases. This is particularly relevant
since it is well known that, if we want to estimate the
value of the frequency ω via the Ramsey scheme, pure
dephasing and orthogonal noise will limit the optimal
achievable precision in a radically different way. Pure dephasing enforces the shot-noise limit [45–48], which is
typical of the classical estimation strategies [49]. Note
that this is the case even if error-correction techniques
are applied [50–52]. Orthogonal noise, instead, allows for
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super-classical precision [44], which can be even raised
to the ultimate Heisenberg limit by means of error correction [50–52]. This provides us with an example of
how the capability to generate coherences (in the relevant basis) and later convert them to populations has to
be understood as a prerequisite to perform tasks which
rely on the advantage given by the use of quantum features. However, CGD in itself does not guarantee that
such an advantage over any possible classical counterpart is actually achieved.

5 Conclusion
In this work we have shown that fulfilling a finite number of criteria is necessary and sufficient to ensure that
a given quantum dynamics with time-independent generator cannot generate and subsequently detect coherence. Importantly, these conditions are given in terms
of the generator of the dynamics itself, which makes
them even more convenient when one wants to characterize the evolution of a certain open system. In the
more general case of a time-dependent generator, an uncountably infinite number of conditions arises. We have
exemplified our results for the case of a GKSL qubit
dynamics, providing the defining properties of generators that give rise to coherence non-generating as well
as coherence non-activating maps, and applied our findings to analyze the coherence-generating-and-detecting
capabilities of the open-system dynamics describing a
typical Ramsey protocol.
Our method provides a way of assessing the interconversion between coherence and population which represents a prerequisite for the potential use of coherence as
a resource in quantum information technology.
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A Proof of Theorem 2
A.1 General remarks
In the time-independent case, Et = etL , we can write NCGD as
∆Et ∆⊥ Eτ ∆ = 0 ∀t, τ ≥ 0,

(19)

where we defined ∆⊥ := 1 − ∆. Expanding the exponential, this is equivalent to
∆

0
0
∞
∞
X
Ln tn ⊥ X Ln τ n
∆
∆ = 0 ∀t, τ ≥ 0
n!
n0 !
0
n=0

n =0

0

⇔ ∆Ln ∆⊥ Ln ∆ = 0 ∀n, n0 ∈ N0 .

(20)

Note that for finite-dimensional H the following equivalence holds:





Lpc Ljcc Lcp = 0 ∀j ∈ 0, . . . , ` − 1 ⇔ Lpc Ljcc Lcp = 0 ∀j ∈ N0 ,

(21)

where ` = dim Bc (H) = dim2 H − dim H = d2 − d. While “⇐” is trivial, by Cayley–Hamilton [43], there are
coefficients {αi }`i=0 ⊂ C, such that
`
X
αi Licc = 0.
(22)
i=0

Hence any power of Lcc greater or equal to ` can be expressed as a linear combination of powers from 0 to ` − 1.
All condition formulated in the following that rely on infinite matrix powers are therefore already fulfilled if they
hold up to the (` − 1) th power.

A.2 Structure lemma
Lemma 6. If Lpc Ljcc Lcp = 0 for all j < n,
∆Ln =

 n
Lpp
0

Pn

j=1

n−j
Lj−1
pp Lpc Lcc
0


and

Ln ∆ =

Proof. We will prove the first statement, the second one follows
For n = 0, this is trivially true. Now let n 7→ n + 1.
 n Pn
j−1
n−j  
Lpp
Lpp
j=1 Lpp Lpc Lcc
∆Ln+1 =
Lcp
0
0
P
n
j−1
n−j
Ln+1
pp +
j=1 Lpp Lpc Lcc Lcp
=
0



Lnpp
j−1
n−j
j=1 Lcc Lcp Lpp

Pn


0
.
0

(23)

analogously.
Lpc
Lcc



Lnpp Lpc +

Pn

j−1
n−j+1
j=1 Lpp Lpc Lcc

!

0

By assumption, the highlighted sum is zero. Note that in the second column, the separate term is precisely the one
arising for j = n + 1.
 n+1 Pn+1 j−1
n+1−j 
Lpp
j=1 Lpp Lpc Lcc
⇒ ∆Ln+1 =
0
0
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A.3 Forwards direction
We will prove



Lpc Ljcc Lcp = 0 ∀j ∈ N0 ⇒ NCGD.

(24)

Proof. We directly apply the structure lemma, Eq. (23), to Eq. (20). The intermediate ∆⊥ removes the populationto-population entry. Hence, we obtain
!
 Pn

0
0
0
Lj−1
Lpc Ln−j
n ⊥ n0
pp
cc
j=1
Pn0
∆L ∆ L ∆ =
j 0 −1
n0 −j 0
0
0
0
j 0 =1 Lcc Lcp Lpp
!
0
0
0
Pn Pn0
j−1
n−j j −1
n −j
0
j=1
j 0 =1 Lpp Lpc Lcc Lcc Lcp Lpp
=
,
(25)
0
0
and we clearly see another Lpc L···
cc Lcp combination, which is zero by the assumption, Eq. (24).

A.4 Backwards direction
We will prove


NCGD ⇒ Lpc Ljcc Lcp = 0 ∀j ∈ N0 .

(26)

∆Ln ∆⊥ L∆ = 0 ∀n ∈ N0 ,

(27)

Proof. By assumption,
where we fixed n0 = 1.
Using induction we will show that if Lpc Ljcc Lcp = 0 holds for all j < n, then it holds for j ≤ n. Since this can be
done for any n ∈ N0 and the case for j = 0, Lpc Lcp = 0, is implied by Eq. (27) with n = 1, the statement follows.
By hypothesis, Lpc Ljcc Lcp = 0 ∀j < n. The structure lemma, Eq. (23), therefore applies and hence2
∆L

n+1

⊥



∆ =

0
0

Pn+1
j=1

n+1−j 
Lj−1
pp Lpc Lcc
,
0

so that
n+1

∆L


Pn+1 j−1
0
0
Lpp Lpc Ln+1−j
cc
j=1
∆ L∆ =
L
0
0
cp
Pn+1 j−1

n+1−j
Lcp 0
j=1 Lpp Lpc Lcc
=
,
0
0
⊥




0
0

and we can again insert the hypothesis to eliminate all terms except j = 1.


Lpc Lncc Lcp 0
∆Ln+1 ∆⊥ L∆ =
;
0
0
but this, by the assumption of NCGD must be zero, verifying the hypothesis.

2 The

first identity directly uses the proof of the structure lemma; since we only regard the right column, the lemma also holds for

n + 1.
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A.5 Example: NCGD up to third order
Consider a 5-level system where coherence is generated, but not detected, between levels 1 and 2 (Lpc = 0, Lcp 6= 0),
and where the opposite occurs between levels 4 and 5 (Lcp = 0, Lpc 6= 0). At a first instant, coherence is transferred
to levels 1 and 3, and, at the next step, to levels 4 and 5, where it is eventually detected. Such a system is described
by a rank-3 noise generator with Hamiltonian


1 −1 0 0 0
−1 1 0 0 0 

1
0
0 0 0 0
(28)
H= 


2
0
0 0 1 1
0
0 0 1 −1
and jump operators






0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
1 −i 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 i −1 0 0 0 





1 
, J2 = 0 1 0 0 0, and J3 = 0 0 0 0 0 .
0
0
0
0
0
(29)
J1 = √ 






2 0 0 0 1 −i 
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 i −1
As expected, such a dynamics is NCGD only up to third order in time, since it can be checked that Lpc Lcp = 0 and
Lpc Lcc Lcp = 0, but Lpc L2cc Lcp 6= 0.
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B Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. “⇒”:
We first show that if NCGD holds, then
Epc (tn , tn−1 )Ecc (tn−1 , tn−2 ) · · · Ecc (t2 , t1 )Ecp (t1 , t0 ) = 0 ∀tn ≥ · · · ≥ t0 .

(30)

If we assume we can expand L at the initial time of propagation,
L(t) = L(t0 ) + O(t − t0 ),

(31)

we immediately obtain

E(t1 , t0 ) = 1 + L(t0 )(t − t0 ) + O (t − t0 )2 .

(32)

Expanding at the corresponding initial times and using linear independence, we can conclude that Eq. (30) then
implies the assertion,
Lpc (tn )Lcc (tn−1 ) · · · Lcc (t2 )Lcp (t1 ) = 0.

(33)

The proof of Eq. (30) is by induction:
Our hypothesis is that, under the assumption of NCGD, we can conclude
Epc (tk , tk−1 )Ecc (tk−1 , tk−2 ) · · · Ecc (t2 , t1 )Ecp (t1 , t0 ) = 0 ∀tk ≥ · · · ≥ t0 ∀2 ≤ k ≤ n − 1.

(34)

The case n = 2 is exactly the NCGD statement.
To perform the induction step, note that iterating the NCGD condition and using ∆2 = ∆ provides us with
∆E(tn , tn−1 ) · · · E(t1 , t0 )∆ = ∆E(tn , tn−1 )∆ · · · ∆E(t1 , t0 )∆


⇔ ∆E(tn , tn−1 ) E(tn−1 , tn−2 ) · · · E(t2 , t1 ) − Epp (tn−1 , tn−2 ) · · · Epp (t2 , t1 ) E(t2 , t1 )∆ = 0

(35)
(36)

Now using E ≡ Epp + Epc + Ecp + Ecc (composition of incompatible domains is defined to be zero) we obtain

⇔ ∆E(tn , tn−1 ) Epc (tn−1 , tn−2 )Ecc (tn−2 , tn−3 ) · · · Ecc (t2 , t1 ) +
Ecc (tn−1 , tn−2 )Ecc (tn−2 , tn−3 ) · · · Ecp (t2 , t1 ) +
Ecc (tn−1 , tn−2 )Ecc (tn−2 , tn−3 ) · · · Ecc (t2 , t1 )

E(t1 , t0 )∆ = 0

(37)

Here, we used the hypothesis to eliminate all cross-terms that contain terms of the form Epc Ecc · · · Ecc Ecp . The
first term, combined with the preceding time evolution E(t1 , t0 )∆, and also the second term, combined with the
succeeding time evolution ∆E(tn , tn−1 ), also vanish by the same argument. Hence, all that remains is
∆E(tn , tn−1 )Ecc (tn−1 , tn−2 )Ecc (tn−2 , tn−3 ) · · · Ecc (t2 , t1 )E(t1 , t0 )∆ = 0,

(38)

closing the induction.
“⇐”:
We look at the evolution given by ∆E(t1 , t0 )∆. Let us divide this evolution into small parts (of size ds = (t1 − t0 )/n)
∆E(t1 , t1 − ds) · · · E(t0 + ds, t0 )∆. By linearly approximating each (which becomes exact in the limit n → ∞), we get


∆ 1 + Lpp (t1 − ds) + Lpc (t1 − ds) + Lcp (t1 − ds) + Lcc (t1 − ds)


· · · 1 + Lpp (t0 + ds) + Lpc (t0 + ds) + Lcp (t0 + ds) + Lcc (t0 + ds) ∆



= ∆ + Lpp (t1 − ds) + Lpc (t1 − ds) 1 + Lpp (t1 − 2 ds) + Lpc (t1 − 2 ds) + Lcp (t1 − 2 ds) + Lcc (t1 − 2 ds)



· · · 1 + Lpp (t0 + 2 ds) + Lpc (t0 + 2 ds) + Lcp (t0 + 2 ds) + Lcc (t0 + 2 ds) ∆ + Lpp (t0 + ds) + Lcp (t0 + ds)
(39)

 

= ∆ + Lpp (t1 − ds) · · · ∆ + Lpp (t0 + ds) ,
(40)
where we used that by assumption any term of the form Lpc (rj )Lcc (rj−1 ) · · · Lcc (rk+1 )Lcp (rk ) is zero. This equality
means that we get the same total population transfer whether we dephase at every point in time or we do not.
Inserting a dephasing at the wanted time and using the equality backwards we get NCGD.
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